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Horst Weierstall, Artist, Cyprus
THEARTSPACE, Nicosia-Cyprus
art.wh@fit.ac.cy

Creative practice 

Production processes for artists’ books include: Laser 
printed, Print-on-demand, Screen based/Internet, 
Sculptural books, Altered books, Photocopy, Hand-
drawn/Letraset.

ABTREE

With reference to the ABTREE, my work sits in 
Altered books, one of  a kind, some multiples. I would 
also add one of  a kind, multiples and installation as 
bookart concepts and practices extending the printed 
book artform, to the diagram.

Technology and Tradition

My first books were archival, encyclopaedic in nature 
including mostly found material. The second phase 
was a one of  a kind book series based on texts de-and 
re-constructed. Text and image became then explored 
in a newsprint-based series of  works involving 
methods of  erasure overdrawing, presented in form 
of  installation and performance. My recent method 
was the undoing (altering) of  a book restating its 
contents, installed on a wall. I am also interested in a 
book form with a collective participation excepting all 
forms of  production methods, provided the content 
allows for an unlimited response with handmade or 
digital contributions.  

Text, Book, Printed Media are linked by the method 
of  print on paper. This fact of  “printed matter” 
matters a lot in the making of  the book. The 
other phenomenon within a conventional method 
is the possibility to alter, re- and deconstruct 
text and context by manual intervention, a form 
particularly challenging for the spectator. The quality 
of  production triggers the quality of  reception 
(perception). 

Yes, new technologies have influenced my creative 
process, but not directly - more on a synthetic level 
when the concept requires media messages, contents, 
references or media-critical data. The computer 
has helped in the production of  my books through 
involving digital pages in multimedia book projects. 

No, I wouldn’t consider publishing an artist’s book on 
electronic paper but I use digital and computer means 
when the book requires a more international response 
to communicate more global issues.

My use of  primary source material and text 
associations have proved to be successful layers in 
the making of  my books. Within my altered book 
practices I was successful when the choice of  subject 
and methods of  intervention complemented each 
other. The results were less successful when the 
idea of  alteration was imposed or not authentically 
connected with the form and essence of  the text. 
I like my books to incorporate varied textual and 
textural techniques and to be accessible for a wide 
range of  audiences.  In most cases they are structured 
to encourage handling in order to create a kind of  
sensory participatory experience.

Flow (Can Achilles ever reach the Turtle), detail.

Artist’s book-installation by Horst Weierstall created in 2008 for the 
Exhibition PHAROS = 10 at the Municipal Art-centre, Nicosia, 
Cyprus. 300 book pages overdrawn with ink and marker installed on 
a wall with a fan.

This altered book project developed as direct response to the 
publication  “Euclidian Economics”, on algebraic formulae and 
theories of  the global economy by Dr. Sophocles Michaelides. 
The book incorporates two major metaphoric associations, first 
the numerical code adding up to 15 whichever way you read it, 
symbolising the Chinese reading of  the River = LO. The second 
one relates to the Paradox-theory by the ancient Greek philosopher 
Zenon “Achilles and the Turtle” : “The turtle shall always be ahead 
of  Achilles an approximately finite and small space-time distance. 
That which pursues the slowest will not reach its goal.” Zenon
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I would say that an artist’s book is a source for 
interactive reading of  images and visualising text 
within tactile layers of  artist’s book presentations.

Do you have any concerns about the future of  the book, for 
example the loss of  traditional artisan skills? If  so, how do you 
think this can be remedied?

The new development of  artist’s book practices is the 
remedy.

For further information on Flow (Can Achilles ever 
reach the Turtle) and other book projects and events 
organised by Horst Weierstall see the website: www.
horstweierstall.com.cy

Marketing and Distribution

I sell my work at dedicated a bookshop, to private and 
public collectors. I haven’t used the Internet to sell 
my work. I think in countries like Cyprus where the 
artist’s book is a newcomer to the scene, writing about 
different methods and approaches in the production 
of  them in newspapers is vital. 

How do you think bookshops/galleries/specialist shops will 
adapt to distribute books produced using just digital media?

Digital media is a reality in our ways of  researching 
and producing visual and contextual information. 
The institutions are part of  a system which can 
adapt to the needs of  education involving these new 
forms, but selectively. Collecting digital media seems 
common practice now, not limited to age groups. 

The Future of  the Book

No, I don’t think that there is any limit to the 
definition of  an artist’s book, I am in agreement with 
Duchamp - as long as it comes from an authentic 
source and communicates issues of  our current life 
conditions restating our need to unite all senses with 
our cognitive thinking.

This case study forms part of  the Centre for Fine Print Research’s 
AHRC funded project 2008 - 2010: What will be the canon for the artist’s 
book in the 21st Century (In an arena that now includes both digital and 
traditionally produced artists’ books, what will constitute the concepts of  artists’ 
publishing in the future?)  http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/canon.htm


